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Abstract
An updated fit to the precision electroweak data and to the direct measure-
ment of the top quark mass mt provides significant constraints on mt and
on the Higgs boson mass MH : mt/GeV = 172 ± 6 and log10(MH/GeV) =
2.16±0.33, with an error correlation ρ = 0.5. We integrate the (MH , mt) prob-
ability distribution found in this analysis over various zones of the (MH , mt)
plane defined by one-sided experimental and theoretical bounds on the Higgs
boson mass, both in the Standard Model and in its minimal supersymmetric
extension. The comparison of the cumulative probabilities gives interesting
information on the likelihood that the true value of MH is compatible with
different theoretical scenarios.
∗This work was supported in part by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Office of Basic
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The possibility of constraining both the top quark mass mt and the Higgs boson mass
MH through their virtual effects on precision electroweak observables was recognized long
ago [1]. The continuous refinement of the experimental measurements at the CERN Large
Electron Positron Collider (LEP) and elsewhere has resulted in sustained improvement of
these “indirect” bounds on mt and MH , both in the Standard Model (SM) [2–7] and in the
Minimal Supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model (MSSM) [8–12]. The predictive
power of the precision electroweak data was confirmed dramatically by the “direct” deter-
mination of the top quark mass by the CDF [13] and D0 [14] experiments at the Tevatron,
which currently yield mt = 175 ± 6 GeV (as reported in [15]). Combining these measure-
ments with the precision electroweak data enables the corresponding prediction of MH to
be improved significantly [16–18].
A new stage has recently been attained with the release of preliminary new data from
LEP, including almost all the data taken with Phase 1 of LEP around the Z0 peak. The most
recent available electroweak precision data from LEP and SLC are reported in [15]. In this
paper, we first update our previous analyses of the precision electroweak data, combining
the new data with the older low-energy precision data as described in [16]. We then confront
the resulting fit with one-sided experimental and theoretical bounds onMH in the Standard
Model and the MSSM. The experimental bounds come from unsuccessful direct searches for
the standard or supersymmetric Higgs boson at LEP 1 [19,20]. Theoretical bounds in the
Standard Model come from requiring its validity up to some large scale Λ, below which the
current electroweak vacuum is assumed to be metastable [21], and renormalization group
evolution does not cause the Standard Model couplings to diverge [22,23]. Theoretical
bounds within the MSSM come from calculations of the mass of the lightest neutral Higgs
boson, including quantum corrections [24]. These bounds divide the (MH , mt) plane into
several regions, depending on their consistency or otherwise with the Standard Model and/or
the MSSM.
We use the joint probability distribution of (MH , mt) provided by our new global fit to
estimate the relative (cumulative) probabilities that the true values ofMH and mt lie within
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each of these different regions. This enables us to estimate the likelihood that the true
values of MH and mt will turn out to be compatible with the Standard Model and/or the
MSSM. There is at present no significant difference between the likelihoods of the Standard
Model and the MSSM, but a refinement of this type of analysis with future improvements in
the precision electroweak data set has the potential to provide some discrimination between
these models.
We start by reporting the result of a global analysis within the SM of the precision
electroweak data recently made available, excluding initially the direct mt determination.
Our fitting program also includes all available lower-energy precision data, along the lines
described in [16]. It now yields
mt/GeV = 157
+16
−12 , (1)
log10(MH/GeV) = 1.81
+0.45
−0.36 , (2)
where the errors on both mt and log10(MH/GeV) are at the 1-σ level. The information
on MH is quoted on a logarithmic scale, because electroweak observables characteristically
exhibit a logarithmic dependence on MH , and the probability distribution we find is closer
to being Gaussian in log10(MH/GeV). The corresponding numerical values of MH at the
1-σ level are MH = 65
+117
−37 GeV. We recall that this estimate of MH was obtained without
using the CDF and D0 measurements of mt. It is consistent with the indications for a light
Higgs mass obtained in our previous works [16,9], as well as in [11,17].
The estimate (1) of mt is less than 1-σ below the direct measurement by the CDF and
D0 collaborations: mt = 174 ± 6 GeV. This agreement constitutes dramatic confirmation
of the SM at the one-loop level. It also justifies combining [16,9] the indirect and direct
measurements of mt, which has the effect of readjusting the previous best-fit range (1) to
higher values of mt. The well-known positive mt-MH correlation in the radiative corrections
then causes the best-fit value of MH to increase as well:
mt/GeV = 172± 6 , (3)
log10(MH/GeV) = 2.16± 0.33 . (4)
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We observe that the error in log(MH) is now somewhat reduced and more symmetrical,
and that the combined probability distribution is approximated to a good accuracy by a
bivariate Gaussian in the variables x = log10(MH/GeV) and y = mt/GeV. This best-fit
Gaussian distribution, that will be used hereafter, is completely defined by the 1-σ errors
in Eqs. (3) and (4) and by their correlation, which in our fit is ρxy = 0.5. The 1-σ range
(4) corresponds to MH = 145
+164
−77 GeV. The results of our global fit are in good agreement
with those recently reported by the LEP Electroweak Working Group [15].
The joint bounds on (x, y) in the MSSM do not differ appreciably from those in the SM,
as long as the the MSSM spectrum is sufficiently heavy to be decoupled [9,16]. We assume the
MSSM parametersmg˜ = m0 = −µ = 1 TeV in the following (notation as in [10]), so that this
decoupling is enforced. Subleading terms in the radiative corrections induce small differences
between the MSSM and the SM only at low values of MH , which are anyway disfavored by
the probability distribution of MH itself [Eq. (4)]. These observations indicate that, given
the present information, it is reasonable to use the same (x, y) probability distribution in
the SM and MSSM, subject to the different one-sided experimental and theoretical bounds
that we discuss now.
In Fig. 1 we show the 1-σ and 2-σ contours (∆χ2 = 1, 4) of the joint probability distri-
bution in the plane (logMH , mt) (solid ellipses), together with experimental and theoretical
one-sided bounds applicable in the Standard Model. The vertical hatched line represents
the LEP lower bound MH > 65 GeV [19]. The sloping curves on the left represent the
lower limits on MH coming from the requirement of ‘metastability’ of the electroweak vac-
uum [21]: their slopes reflect the dependence of this type of bound on mt. The different
curves correspond to the requirement that our present electroweak vacuum have a lifetime
exceeding 1010 years for any transition to a lower-lying state with a Higgs expectation value
|H| ≤ Λ, according to calculations with the renormalization group improved effective po-
tential. The curves on the right represent the upper limits on MH derived by Lindner [22]
from the ‘triviality’ requirement that none of the SM couplings should become singular at
any renormalization scale µ ≤ Λ. Taken together, these two sets of lines represent the
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requirement that the SM remain consistent at all scales below Λ. We observe that, for any
given value of Λ, there is only a relatively narrow vertical band, narrowing at high mt, which
is allowed in Fig. 1 by the theoretical and experimental bounds.
In order to infer any useful information about the relative likelihoods that the true
values of (logMH , mt) will be consistent with different values of Λ, it is necessary to take
into account the joint (logMH , mt) probability distribution, as shown in Fig. 2.
In Fig. 2 we report the integrated (cumulative) probability in the region of the
(logMH , mt) excluded by LEP, by vacuum metastability, and by triviality. The comple-
mentary fraction of probability gives the cumulative probability that the true value of
(logMH , mt) lies in the allowed region. This exercise is repeated for different values of
Λ. We notice that the LEP bound excludes only 15% of the total probability, providing the
non-trivial information that the global fit to the precision electroweak data is statistically
consistent with the negative results of the searches for the Higgs boson at LEP. On the
other hand, the metastability bound excludes a significant fraction of the probability, unless
Λ ≃ 104 GeV. In this case the metastability bound only excludes a zone which is already
almost completely forbidden by the LEP searches (see Fig. 1). The triviality bounds also
exclude a fraction of the probability which increases with Λ. The remaining allowed region
is weighted by a cumulative probability which decreases from 77% at low Λ to 27% at high
Λ ≃ 1019 GeV.
Since the area of the (logMH , mt) plane that is allowed for large Λ is included within that
allowed for small Λ, it is inevitable that the cumulative probability decrease monotonically
with Λ. If the decrease is gradual, no useful information about the likelihood of different
values of Λ can be extracted, whereas a precipitous decrease would indicate that some range
was highly disfavored. We see from Fig. 2 that current data do not exclude statistically any
value of Λ. However, according to the available information, it is about three times more
likely that the true values of (logMH , mt) are consistent with a Standard Model valid up to a
scale of 104 GeV than up to the Planck scale. This is an interesting piece of information that
will become more specific as further constraints are placed on (logMH , mt), culminating in
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the eventual direct measurement of MH .
In Fig. 3 we study analogous constraints in the MSSM. In this case, the LEP lower limit
onMH varies with the ratio of supersymmetric Higgs vacuum expectation values, tanβ [20].
The upper theoretical bound on MH [24] also varies with tanβ as well as with mt. We
do not show in Fig. 3 the lower theoretical bound on MH , which is always below the LEP
bounds.
In Fig. 4 we show the cumulative probabilities obtained by integrating the differential
(logMH , mt) distribution in the various zones of Fig. 3. This exercise is repeated for different
values of tanβ, and we see that a large fraction of the probability is excluded by the upper
theoretical bound. This is a consequence of the best-fit value of MH , which is at the limits
of the allowed region in Fig. 3. No value of tanβ can be statistically excluded, and we
have not explored the quality of fits away from the decoupling limit of large sparticle mass
parameters. However, it currently appears more likely that the true values of (logMH , mt)
are consistent with a MSSM with high tan β (>∼ 8) than with tan β ≃ 1.
It has been noticed [25,26] that the bounds on MH in the SM and MSSM define some
zones in the (logMH , mt) plane where only one of the models (either the SM or the MSSM) is
allowed. In other zones the SM and MSSM are both consistent, and the discovery of a Higgs
boson would not help to discriminate between the models. We have made an exploratory
calculation of the cumulative probabilities that the true values of (logMH , mt) lie in each
of these zones, as shown in an SM-MSSM “phase diagram” in Fig. 5 for the particular cases
Λ = 1019 GeV and tanβ = 4.
In Fig. 5, the zone labelled 1 is bounded by the LEP lower limit on MH in the MSSM.
Zone 2 is bounded by this limit and by the LEP lower limit on MH in the SM. Zones 3,
4, 5 and 6 are bounded by the strongest of the upper or lower SM or MSSM theoretical
constraints. Zone 7 is excluded by triviality in the SM. The current probabilities that,
according to the most complete available information, the true values of (logMH , mt) lie
in each of the various zones are also indicated. Apart from zone 7, the two regions that
appear most likely are 3 and 6, within which the SM and MSSM can be distinguished. Zone
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3 corresponds to values ofMH that are above the LEP limit for the SM Higgs but below the
SM vacuum metastability bound, though below the MSSM upper bound. Zone 6 corresponds
to values of MH allowed in the SM but above the upper limit imposed in the MSSM.
The zones in which the SM is consistent are 4 and 6, and we estimate a cumulative
probability of 27% that the true values of (logMH , mt) lie within one or the other of these
zones. The zones in which the MSSM is consistent are 2, 3, and 4, and we estimate a
cumulative probability of 32% that the true values of (logMH , mt) lie within one of these
zones. Note that the likelihood of the MSSM zones is not lower than that of the SM zones,
even though the central value of MH lies well inside the region of Fig. 1 that is consistent
with the SM. Clearly, both the SM and the MSSM are highly consistent with the present
data, which cannot be said to favour either of them in a significant way.
Looking to the future, however, there is the prospect that improvements in the precision
electroweak data set, in particular greater accuracy in the MW measurement [27], could
provide some useful indication one way or the other. Also, any direct measurement of MH
may well resolve the issue. However, this is not guaranteed, since there is a region in Fig. 5,
namely zone 4, where measured values ofMH and mt would be consistent with both the SM
and the MSSM. The cumulative probability that the true value of (MH , mt) lie in this zone
(around 5%) is not completely negligible.
In conclusion: we have analysed the most complete available information from precision
electroweak measurements to determine the (MH , mt) probability distribution. We have
used the best-fit Gaussian approximation to this distribution to evaluate the cumulative
probability that the true values of (MH , mt) are consistent with the experimental and theo-
retical one-sided bounds onMH , both in the SM and in MSSM. Both the SM and the MSSM
are consistent with the available data and the known constraints.
J.E. thanks Mike Chanowitz and Hitoshi Murayama for useful discussions, and the LBNL
Theoretical Physics Group and the Berkeley Center for Particle Astrophysics for kind hos-
pitality: his work was supported in part by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Office
of Basic Energy Science of the U.S. Dep. of Energy, under Contract DE-AC03-76SF00098.
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FIGURES
FIG. 1. Indirect bounds on (MH , mt) and one-sided experimental and theoretical limits in the
Standard Model. The solid ellipses represent the 1-σ and 2-σ contours from the best-fit Gaussian
distribution obtained by analysing all electroweak precision data, including the measurement of
mt at CDF and D0. The hatched line is the LEP lower bound on MH [19]. The other curves
represent the lower and upper limits on MH from vacuum metastability [21] and triviality [22,23]
respectively, as functions of the scale of new physics Λ.
FIG. 2. Cumulative (integrated) probabilities in the various zones excluded or allowed in the
Standard Model by one-sided bounds. No value of Λ can be excluded.
FIG. 3. Indirect bounds on (MH , mt) and one-sided experimental and theoretical limits in
the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model. Apart from the Higgs sector, the MSSM spectrum
is assumed to be decoupled. Solid ellipses represent the 1-σ and 2-σ contours as in Fig. 1. The
vertical lines are the LEP lower bounds on MH [20], which depend slightly on tan β. The other
curves represent the upper limits on MH in the MSSM [24], as a function of tan β.
FIG. 4. Cumulative (integrated) probabilities in the various zones excluded or allowed in the
Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model by one-sided bounds. No value of tanβ can be excluded.
FIG. 5. Superposition of SM and MSSM bounds in the (MH , mt) plane, for Λ = 10
19 GeV
and tanβ = 4. The various zones 1–7 define regions that are (not) compatible with a SM or a
MSSM Higgs boson. The relative likelihoods of these zones are estimated by “weighting” them by
the (MH , mt) probability distribution, whose 1-σ and 2-σ contours are shown as dotted ellipses.
We also display the cumulative probability in each zone.
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FIG. 1. Indirect bounds on (MH , mt) and one-sided experimental and theoretical limits in the
Standard Model. The solid ellipses represent the 1-σ and 2-σ contours from the best-fit Gaussian
distribution obtained by analysing all electroweak precision data, including the measurement of
mt at CDF and D0. The hatched line is the LEP lower bound on MH [19]. The other curves
represent the lower and upper limits on MH from vacuum metastability [21] and triviality [22,23]
respectively, as functions of the scale of new physics Λ.
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FIG. 2. Cumulative (integrated) probabilities in the various zones excluded or allowed in the
Standard Model by one-sided bounds. No value of Λ can be excluded.
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FIG. 3. Indirect bounds on (MH , mt) and one-sided experimental and theoretical limits in the
Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model. Apart from the Higgs sector, the MSSM spectrum is
assumed to be decoupled. Solid ellipses represent the 1-σ and 2-σ contours as in Fig. 1. The
vertical lines are the LEP lower bounds on MH [20], which depend slightly on tan β. The other
curves represent the upper limits on MH in the MSSM [24], as a function of tan β.
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FIG. 4. Cumulative (integrated) probabilities in the various zones excluded or allowed in the
Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model by one-sided bounds. No value of tanβ can be excluded.
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FIG. 5. Superposition of SM and MSSM bounds in the (MH , mt) plane, for Λ = 10
19 GeV and
tan β = 4. The various zones 1–7 define regions that are (not) compatible with a SM or a MSSM
Higgs boson. The relative likelihoods of these zones are estimated by “weighting” them by the
(MH , mt) probability distribution, whose 1-σ and 2-σ contours are shown as dotted ellipses. We
also display the cumulative probability in each zone.
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